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Harris Interactive works with market leading
brands to help them maintain strong business
performance through building strong customer
relationships.
We identify clear and prioritised actions from
uncovering unmet customer needs, customer
experience inconsistency, strengths and weaknesses
in the marketplace, and key drivers of differentiation/
uniqueness.
By bringing our clients closer to their customers we
help them to stay ahead of their competitors and make
sense of the ever-changing world.

Here we share with you:
	Strengths and weaknesses of hotel brand
relationships
What proportion of customers are fully connected
to disconnected
Who is best in class and why
Customer priorities and differences by connected
segment
Specific drivers of trust and uniqueness
How well hotels perform on what matters most to
customers
Hotel leaders of Harris Adapt; ease of dealing with
and personalisation rankings

The insight within this report is from Harris Customer Power, a competitor benchmarking
subscription service.
It provides comprehensive customer relationship data and insight across 11 sectors and over 100 UK brands,
supporting customer retention and engagement decision making. It covers the following elements:
Harris Relationship & Energy Metrics
Connect customer hearts and minds with future
intentions to understand relationship strength and
sustainability. See which brands are the most
dynamic and innovative to attract new business.
Harris Connected Customer Segmentation
Are your customers fully connected ambassadors
for your brand or are many only partly connected,
indifferent or even disconnected and at risk of
switching? How do they change with the actions
you take?
Net Promoter Score
What is your advocacy strength against other brands?

Harris Adapt – Ease of dealing with and
personalisation rankings
Your ranking on these increasingly critical measures.
Ratings on over 20 service, product and
communications experiences
Identify and communicate your strengths and
differentiators, and take action on weaker areas to
better meet customer needs.
Channel usage and satisfaction
Maps how well customer experiences match
changing needs from traditional and digital channels.
How customers feel
Where they sit on the spectrum of being delighted,
feeling listened to, and treated fairly through to
feeling like a number, powerless and neglected.

6 KEY
SUMMARY POINTS
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4

Hotel relationships are reaching a very good level
of strength, but there are large differences
between the best and weakest rated hotel
brands. Just over 40% of customers of the
strongest brand are Fully Connected customers,
whilst in contrast, a similar number are Indifferent
for the weakest brand.

Whilst technology is driving the need for speed,
mobility, and personalisation, most conventional
hotel chains aren’t doing enough to keep up-todate with changing customer needs. It is key to
listen, show that different needs are understood,
and treat customers individually and fairly. In
some instances, this will mean using preference
and digital behavioural data from online and
mobile communications more effectively, but also
training staff on the ‘softer skills’ involved in
creating the right connections with customers.

2
There is a need to have greater emotional
engagement with customers by creating more
trust and making them feel more valued. This is
important to the sustainability of future
relationships and retention.

3
Hilton and Crowne Plaza are the only two to have
consistently very good ratings for relationships
and brand energy. Around half of their customers
also feel their relationships make them part of a
wider community. However, the sector typically
suffers from brand energy issues i.e. it isn’t
perceived well on being dynamic, innovative, or
creating positive buzz.

5
Despite the importance of being easy to deal with
and experiencing personalisation, only four
brands consistently rate above average on both.
These are Hilton, Crowne Plaza, Radisson and Best
Western. The rest fall below average.

6
Hotels need to stand out from the crowd more and
drive uniqueness by communicating new
innovations in a relevant way. Being ethical is also
important. Both of these aspects are in the bottom
three for performance across the sector as a whole.
Hotels also need to reward customer loyalty and
despite the expense of loyalty schemes, many
consumers don’t feel they are fully rewarded for the
loyalty they give to hotel brands.

STRENGTH OF
RELATIONSHIPS
PWC’s UK Hotels Forecast 2016 talks about occupancy
being at the highest level ever in the Provinces and the
highest level this decade for London.

The Harris Relationship Score connects customers’ hearts
and minds with their future intentions towards a brand. It
tells us how strong their relationships are, whether they
are more rationally or emotionally driven, and how
sustainable they are.

Whilst this is an opportunity for conventional hotel
brands, this growth is also happening at the time of two
key challenges. Customers are more technologically
driven than ever before demanding mobility, flexibility,
personalisation, and real time access at each stage of the
journey, and new entrants threaten to disrupt the direct
relationship between hotels and customers and erode
regular customer loyalty.

RATIONAL
– Satisfaction
– Likelihood to
recommend/NPS

It’s therefore an important time for customer
relationships to be as strong as possible.

HOTEL
SECTOR

+

EMOTIONAL
– Values you as
a customer
– Trusted
relationship

+

INTENTIONAL
– Continue to stay with
– Preferred brand
– Unique benefit

RELATIONSHIP SCORE 3.7 out of 5
Nearing ‘Very Good’ levels

The hotel industry rates fairly well, being similar to other
service-led sectors like banking, supermarkets and
airlines.
Overall Sector Relationship Score 2015
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From the different metric component parts we can also see that customers are generally happy with their hotel
relationships. Their satisfaction and advocacy levels are very good, and they will continue to stay with their brand
of choice. However, there is greater scope to improve the uniqueness of the experience and brands; this is
especially important in a disruptive marketplace. Emotional engagement is notably weaker than rational
engagement, and improving emotional connectivity is a potential route to drive differentiation.
Hotel Sector Average – Relationship Metrics
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CONNECTED CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS
From the relationship metrics we create a connected
segmentation comprising of four customer groups;
Fully Connected, Partly Connected, Indifferent and
Disconnected.
The ideal outcome is to have a far higher proportion of
customers who are Fully Connected with your hotel brand.
These individuals are true ambassadors spreading
positive word of mouth about your brand, they are
less likely to stray elsewhere, and they have a bigger
financial value through being more persuasive to cross
and up-selling.

Just over 40% of best hotel brand customers are in this
ideal category and the brand’s challenge is to move
those who are Partly Connected into the top group.
Whilst Partly Connected customers are good to have, if they
have a more rationally connected disposition, this could
lead them to being more price focused at the time of
their decision.
In contrast, the weakest hotel, is in a challenging position
as just over 40% of its customers are Indifferent. Whilst
Indifferent customers may continue to stay with a hotel
brand they tend to be more negative in the marketplace,
less satisfied with channel interaction which places greater
pressure on staff, and don’t feel understood or treated as
individuals. When making a decision about where to stay,
they are much more open to choosing a different brand.

Proportion of Customers Connected
FULLY
CONNECTED

PARTLY
CONNECTED

INDIFFERENT

DISCONNECTED
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BRAND
ENERGY
As well as having strong relationships, it is critical for
brands to be seen as having energy or momentum in
the marketplace.

Hilton and Crowne Plaza are the only two hotel brands
to be in a very good position on both energy and
momentum. However, in general, the hotel sector isn’t
perceived as having brand energy which makes it
easier for new entrants to bound in and offer
something new.
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Interestingly Hilton and Crowne Plaza customers are also most likely to say they feel part of a wider community of
customers (around half of their customers).

WHAT IS IMPORTANT
TO CUSTOMERS?
Earlier we talked about the need for the hotel sector to
keep up with changing customer requirements and
behaviours and create greater emotional engagement.
The role of technology has a large part to play but so
does the personal touch from hotel and call centre staff.
Customer Power asks hotel customers to rate brands on
over 20 product, service and communication attributes
and using advanced analytics we derive their importance.

Obviously overall service is a must, but it is key to
recognise different needs and tailor the experience,
whilst treating people as individuals and fairly, to
retain their loyalty. Here we also see how critical
innovation and ethical perceptions are in driving
trust and differentiation.
Often the handling of issues and requests can be a
game changer in customer loyalty; if handled well then
customers can become happier than they were
originally, but if handled poorly then it can result in
them rapidly becoming disconnected. A hotel brand
that can deliver this well and show it is listening to it
customers is likely to stand out from the crowd.

Key Hotel Customer Priorities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Derived importance vs
RELATIONSHIP OVERALL

Derived importance vs
TRUST COMPONENT ONLY

Derived importance vs
UNIQUENESS COMPONENT ONLY

Overall service

Personalises approach to
meet my needs

Personalises approach to
meet my needs

Treats customers fairly

Treats me as an individual

Treats me as an individual/
Provides new innovations

Treats me as an individual

Treats customers fairly

Quality of dealing with
problems/requests

Personalises approach
to meet my needs/
staff empathy

Ethical/
Provides new innovative
products and services

Understands my needs

Understands my needs

Listening to you

Listening to you

Ethical

Relevance of communications

Hotel brands also need to reflect that the way they
deal with customers and the communication
messages they use, must adapt to the different
customer connected segments.
For example, indifferent customer priorities are
highlighting a requirement for brands to be better at
listening and understanding needs to create stronger
trust whereas for fully connected customers it’s more
about getting flexibility and personalisation for the
right price.

Key Hotel Customer Priorities
Derived importance vs Trust by segment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Key differences for creating uniqueness are in being
able to solve issues for indifferent customers and
enabling flexibility in communications whereas for
fully connected customers it’s more about new
innovations and the product range and personalising
that to meet needs.
Showing that these customers are rewarded for their
loyalty though is equally important.

Key Hotel Customer Priorities
Derived importance vs Uniqueness by segment

Personalised
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your needs
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prices
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Rewards you
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New
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Rewards you
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Treats you as
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Staff
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Listens
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with and solving your needs
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Flexible
communication

Flexible
communication

Clarity of
communication

Overall
service

Competitive
prices

Quality of dealing
with and solving
issues/requests

Treats you as
an individual

THE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
Now we know what is important to customers, we can
look at how well hotels meet those needs through
how well they perform on those elements. There is
scope to make improvements across the board on the
basis of the top two box ratings below.
However, overall service, treating customers fairly and
showing empathy achieve the highest ratings on average.
Demonstrating new innovations and being ethical, are
important in driving trust and uniqueness, but are the
lowest rated aspects, alongside rewarding loyalty.

A key criteria for any relationship today, is the need to
make life easy for customers, especially for simpler
elements of the experience, where technology is
driving a need for speed and on-the-go mobility.
Many transactional surveys now include customer
effort to determine how much effort a customer has to
put forward to get what they need from a brand, with
too much effort being counteractive to the
relationship and to gaining advocacy.
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EASE &
PERSONALISATION
Another major aspect of brand relationships today, in
the age of micro-marketing, is the ability to personalise
and tailor products, services and communications to meet
individual needs. This is particularly true where consumers
interact via digital and mobile channels, which capture
a great wealth of information about a particular person’s
preferences. Brands need to show they understand
individual customers by listening to them, and recognising
their needs and expectations. This in turn will allow them
to be able to deliver the personalised experience that
is being demanded. The importance of the role that
staff play and the need for ‘softer skills’ of communication
is also essential.
Factor analysis on the 20 plus different product, service
and communications attributes measured in Customer
Power identifies those that are strongly associated with
being ‘easy to do business with’ and ’personalisation’;
the most critical are highlighted in the chart below:
‘Ease of dealing with’ ranking

Personalisation ranking

Range of products/services
they offer

The clarity of their
communication with you

Ability to offer new and
innovative products and
services

Ability to personalise their
approach to your needs

Relevancy of products to me

Understanding, empathy of
staff

Easy to understand products

Quality of dealing with and
solving your problems/requests

Simplicity/ease of use

Listening to you
Staff knowledge

‘Ease of dealing with’
ranking

4.1
TOP 4

4.0

Four hotel brands consistently rate above average on
both aspects of the experience. Whilst De Vere rates
on average for personalisation, it is below average for
being easy to deal with. All other brands consistently
rate below average for both aspects, highlighting a
need for improvement.

TOP 4

3.9
HOTEL AVERAGE

HOTEL AVERAGE
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3.7
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3.5

3.4

Treating you as an individual
Treats its customers fairly

Personalisation
ranking

OUT OF 5:
EXCELLENT

INSPIRING
ACTION
Within this report we’ve highlighted how hotel brands
can improve their customer engagement and retention,
and the opportunities that exist for innovative brands
who demonstrate they are listening to their customers.
Our aim was to provide thought provoking content
that inspires you to do something different to impact
your own customer relationships – which we hope
we’ve achieved.
If you’d like to discuss things further, or obtain more
information, just give us a call or send us an email.

There are also three specific ways you can take action
by accessing Harris Customer Power:

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR ONLINE
REPORTING PLATFORM
…giving you the flexibility to use the data as you
wish, create your own cross tabulations, and
personalise your own Powerpoint reports. You can
buy access to all of the data, to one sector only, or to
multiple sectors.

REQUEST A BESPOKE REPORT
…for example, if you want to combine insights across
several sectors.

CREATE A BESPOKE ONLINE SURVEY
…using your own customer sample and our templated
questions and benchmark it with Customer Power
sector data – if your brand isn’t already covered, or
you want to boost the sample size or include your
own segmentation.

Harris Interactive UK
Harris Interactive UK Ltd is a full service, consultative
custom market research agency, operating across
business-to-business and consumer markets.
We blend sector expertise with award winning research
designs and innovative approaches, to deliver tailored
solutions built on industry best practice. Core areas include
stakeholder relationships, branding and communications,
concept development and market segmentation.
Engagements range from quick tactical one-off
projects to ongoing strategic tracking studies.
Harris Interactive’s Transport, Travel, & Tourism Practice
combines our rich expertise in market research with
our adviser’s knowledge of the sector to solve client
issues which are essential in driving business forward.

In a market of continuous change, hotel operators
have become much more customer-focused and
research has taken a prominent role in guiding the
development and implementation of leading edge
marketing and customer service strategies, such as:
•

Identifying the characteristics of the average traveller

•

Understanding the motivation for travel and choice
of transport mode

•

Exploring the visitor experience

•

Pinpointing potential opportunities for commercial
development and growth

Follow us @harrisint_uk
www.harris-interactive.co.uk

OTHER PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS FROM HARRIS INTERACTIVE

OUR OFFER
THE KEY COMPONENTS
FLEXIBILITY

REAL-TIME
AUTOMATED
ANALYSIS &
REPORTING

LEADING
COMMUNITY
PLATFORM
TECHNOLOGY

HARRIS
INTERACTIVE
COMMUNITIES

FULL SERVICE
RESEARCH
EXPERTISE

SECTOR
EXPERTISE

Harris Communities
Combine the speed, ease, and cost effectiveness of your
own real time research platform with the expertise, value
and impact of a full service research partner. Facilitate an
ongoing conversation with your customers putting them
at the heart of everything you do.

Harris SocialLife
SocialLife is the UK’s most detailed tracker of social media
usage, including a unique segmentation of social media
usage – clients can buy into SocialLife to segment and
profile their own market.

Harris PixelLife
Published January 2015 an ambitious study that evaluates
our lives in front of the screen, for work and leisure,
including detailed profiling and satisfaction across 28
different activities, including gaming – a free report.

Harris Buzz
A free monthly report that has run for over 4 years
– we measure the awareness and excitement of the latest
entertainment and technology releases and stories – each
report includes an “all-time” list for easy reference.

FOR YOUR
NOTES

HOW YOU CAN
REACH OUR SPECIALISTS

Debbie Senior
Customer Relationships &
Customer Power

Mark Baldwin
Travel & Tourism Expert

Lynn Tweedale
Travel & Tourism Expert

dsenior@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1606

mbaldwin@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1620
+44 (0)7989 385941

ltweedale@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1618

Lee Langford
SocialLife

Sabrina Qureshi
Online Communities

llangford@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1617

squreshi@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0) 20 8832 1641

